The classic
exterior film.

Unique diversity, proven quality.
RENOLIT EXOFOL MX.

RENOLIT EXOFOL MX.
State of the art is our standard.
The classic that shows its class.
If you are thinking of refined profiles for
windows and entrance doors, you will
think of the classic: RENOLIT EXOFOL MX.
For 30 years, the high-performance film
has represented fascinating colours,
woodgrains and surface structures. RENOLIT EXOFOL MX turns
any surface in the exterior area into a sight.
To complete the product offer, RENOLIT EXOFOL MT is a matching
thermoformable film for vacuum forming door and in-fill panels.
Again: state of the art is always our standard.

Diagram showing the structure of the
exterior film RENOLIT EXOFOL MX

Transparent PMMA film
Printing ink
Pigmented PVC base film with SST

Why be satisfied with a large selection
if you can have the largest?
Maximum selection for maximum options.
RENOLIT EXOFOL MX gives profiles an individual profile.
The classic among the high-performance films stands for
an unparalleled, reliably high quality and large diversity of
colours, woodgrains and embossing. The entire stock range
includes more than 70 films. All in all, far in excess of 100
versions have been produced up to now. You won‘t find a
greater selection of decorative films for exterior applications
and more design options anywhere.
Looking good without any great effort.
RENOLIT EXOFOL MX has a high aesthetic effect. The care
effort is very low: Even a single cleaning per year with
detergent and water, using a sponge or a soft brush, will be
sufficient to maintain the beautiful look across the entire
film service life.

Design freedom is not limited at all with the comprehensive colour
and woodgrain range.

Solar Shield Technology (SST).
Because permanent beauty must
be protected.
SST – takes away the sun‘s strength.
What keeps profiles in shape and windows and doors tight?
Our Solar Shield Technology (SST) does! It acts like a protective
shield against the sun. The ageing process of films and building
components is decelerated. The energy efficiency of doors and
windows is improved.
Infrared radiation from the sun
is reflected by SST. This results in
cooler profiles and many other
benefits.

Transparent PMMA film
Pigmented base film with SST
PVC profile

Long-term protection for colours and woodgrains.
The pigments in the pigmented base film clearly reduce the
infrared radiation and heat build-up in the profile. SST is sun
protection of the most effective type.
The transparent upper layer consists of polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and absorbs more than 95 % of the UV-radiation. With
a long-term effect. The colours and woodgrains are protected
from fading and other weather effects.

Guaranteeing a long service life.
Is pretty, will stay pretty.
RENOLIT EXOFOL MX not only promises longevity and quality.
The high-performance film warrants it. For up to 10 years,
depending on climate and weather zone.
Here is an overview of the warranty period in the different
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